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We should research process of design for the structure of the idea of the 

creativity of better understanding, 

Process that changes concrete design from the sign can be caught by putting out 

from this viewpoint of a common act of design and the research of the time of 

the process of the idea of design. 

Now computer have used widely in the process of design investigation. For example, 

people always find some easy ways, like imaging, noting, and so on, for 

remembering and analyzing when people think about something. 

If the powerful function, a virtual note that will be more strong and convenient 

than original note, wi11 be done in computer, that will be a forceful supporting 

for the information of saving or analyzing and the process thinking. 

The process of the idea of direct observation and creativity usually: idea 

mechanism of designer to idea place control of the same kind of reason at design. 

Moreover, the common feature exists in the process of the idea of a usual creation. 

Many are caught in the trap of the idea to which person in question's nature 

doesn't adhere by designer me with think of a difficult cause as for meeting 

in the process of design often because it puts it out. 

As for this research, because this viewpoint of the act of a universal creation 

of the human race starts from design, it analyzes the use many times of the 

computer through a different design examination (Pass) and pulling out idea 

pattern of designer. It comes to prove different idea pattern existence. It is 

a structure of clarification designer idea one step willingly. 

The examination is added to it at the same time to designer, it changes into 

the idea of designer, and good idea pattern is observed to arrange the lost 
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exhibi tion at the end. It thinks about the proposal that it makes to design after 

all and support is new that begins to be observed. 

Designer is expected for Yoyo to be able to do to idea pattern of designer pulled 

out and to come to transfer the awareness of the pitfall of my own idea from 

among data through this research (Pass). I am made to liberate it through a 

different viewpoint (Pass) after creativi t y' s having thought becomes a concept 

soon. 
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